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Let m > 2, jI , f*,..., f, arbitrary nonconstant polynomials with integer coef- 
ficients, and h a positive integer. Let M(x;f,, fi,..., f,,,; h) denote the number 
of m-tuples (x1, x2,..., x,) of positive integers such that x, < x for 1< i$m 
and (f,(x,), fAxZL f,Ax,)) = h and let d(,f,, f2 ,..., fm; h) = lim,, =, x-“’ 
M(x; f,, f2 ,..., f,,,; h). Recently, R. N. Buttsworth (J. Number. Theory 12 (1980) 
487498) proved that 
(*I 
where pi(n) denotes the number of solutions (mod n) of the congruence f,(x) = 0 
(mod n). Unfortunately, his proof contains mistakes. In this paper, by a different 
method, (*) is established. In fact, an asymptotic formula with an error term for 
M(x; .f,, f2, f,; h) is obtained. ,c 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper m and h denote integers with m > 2, h > 1, and 
ft, f2,..., f, arbitrary nonconstant polynomials with integer coefficients. 
Given m, h, andf,, f2 ,..., f,,,, let M(x; fi, fi ,..., f,; h) denote the number of 
ordered m tuples (x, , x2 ,..., x,) of positive integers such that 1 d xi d x for 
16 i<m and (f,(x,), &(x2) ,..., fm(xm)) = h; here (a,, a2 ,..., a,) denotes the 
greatest common divisor of a,, a, ,..., a, with the convention (0,O ,..., 0) = 0. 
We write 
d(f,,f,,...,f,;h)= lim x-“M(x;f,,f,,...,f,;h) 5 + co 
and call this limit (which always exists as we shall see) the density of the 
m-tuples (x,, x2,..., x,) with (fi(x,), f2(-x2),..., fm(xm)) = h. Clearly this 
limit can be interpreted as the probability for an m-tuple (x,, x2,..., x,) 
to be such that fr(x,), f2(x2),..., f,(x,) have the g.c.d. h. When 
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f,(x)=fi(x)= ... =f,,(x)=s, II= I, it is known due to Ce’saro [2], 
Sylvester [S], Lehmer [6], and Nymann [7] that this density is l/[(m), 
where i(s) is the Riemann zeta function. More recently, Buttsworth [ 11 
attempted to evaluate this density in the general case. However, his proof 
contains mistakes; his Lemma 2.2 is incorrect as is the statement of his 
Lemma 2.5. (See [ 11.) The main purpose of this paper is to obtain a for- 
mula for the density d(f, , f? ,..., f, ; h) valid for arbitrary nonconstant 
integer coefficient polynomials fr, fi,..., fm. In fact, we shall obtain, by a 
different method, an asymptotic formula with an error term for 
M(x; f; , fz,.... f,,; h). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let p,(n) denote the number of solutions (mod n) of fi(x) E 0 (mod n), 
p?(n) = Max(pi(n), 11, 
p(n)= ii p;(n) and P*(n) = fi P*(n). 
,=I ,= I 
From the theory of congruences it is well known that there exists a positive 
integer C, (depending on the f;) such that 
P,(P) G Cl (2.1) 
for all i in 1 6 i6 m and all primes p. Also p(n) denotes the Mobius 
function, o(n) the number of distinct prime factors of n, and r(n) the num- 
ber of all positive divisors of n. 
LEMMA 2.1. (cf. [ 5, p. 11 I). Let f be a polynomial with integer coef- 
ficients and L 2 0. Then there exists a constant C, = C,(f, L) > 0 such that 
1 jz(lf(n)l)}'~/.Lx(logx)C‘?. 
n < .v 
f(HI#O 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. Let f be a polynomial with integer coefficients and 
CL 2 1. Then there exists a constant C, = C,(J a) > 0 such that 
c a”(Ifcn)l) Gr. 1 x(log x)~‘. 
n c .Y 
.ffn)#O 
Proof Since 2 w(n) < T(n) for all n, we have 
a w(n) = (2ro(n))log a/log 2 < (z(n))log or/log 2 
and the corollary follows from Lemma 2.1. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For positive integral h , 
1 p’(n) p*(b) 4 x(log xJc4, (2.2) 
where C, and the order constant depend at most on the polynomials fi, h 
and m. 
Proof: It is readily seen that p;(hn) < hp,(n) for 1 < i < m and 41 n. 
Consequently, 
p,Yhn) < Max{hp,(n), h} = hp,*(n). 
Thus 
p*(hn) < h”p*(n). (2.3) 
Further, by (2.1), p,(n) < C ;u@) for 1 6 i Q m and all square-free n. Thus 
for such n, p*(n) < C;lw@) and hence by (2.3) and Corollary 2.1.1, 
,,T.r p*(n) p*(hn) G 1 p”(n) h”p*(n) 
n < x 
,< h” c p*(n)(C;l)““*’ 4 x(log x)‘~ 
n < I 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. For positive integral t 
p’(n) p*(hn) = 
’ n’ 
O((log x)c’) ift=l 
n < .Y O(1) q-t32 
(2.4) 
and 
p’(n) p*(hn) 
’ n’ 
$ x1 - ‘(log X)C” for t>2, (2.5) 
‘2 > i 
where C, = C, + 1 and the order constants depend at most on parameters 
other than x. 
Proof. This follows readily from Lemma 2.2 and partial summation. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 1 d r d m and hln. Then 
c 
l<x,<*, l<iCi- d 
(fi(-1).~2z(xz)....,fr(x,), n)= h 
+ 0(x'-'(l+ c;p")), 
where the implied constant depends on h. 
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Proqf: The proof is by induction on r. In case r = 1, 
= I& /J(d) {w,(dh) dh + W:(dh 
A4 p,(dh) ZZ- 
hxc d dhln dhln 
Now, since 
c b-44 p:(dh) G h c Md)l p:(d) 
dhln 4n 
6 h c /p(d)/ Cy’@” = h n (1 + C, ); 
Jln Plea 
the lemma follows in this case. 
Assuming the truth of Lemma 2.3 for r - 1 polynomials, r > 2, we have 
X 
r-l 
I44 rIr1: Pi(dh) 
= - 0 h c 8-1 prfdh) + W,*(dh)) dh(n 
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&Z(d) jj &qd)+(l+C;P’)“‘“’ . 
0 i=l 
Since Cdln ~‘(4 n;=, ~34 6 Cd,,, P~(~(C;)“(~’ = rIpIn (I+ C; 1, the 
Lemma is true in the case of r polynomials and the proof is complete. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. M(x; f,, fi ,..., f,; h) = (;)” C,“=, (p(n) p(nh)/n”) + 
0(x- ‘(log x)Q), w ere h C6 and the order constant depend at most on 
parameters other than x. 
Proof. We suppose, as we may, that the leading coefficients of all the 
polynomials fi, f2,..., f, are positive. Further, let X3 1 be so chosen that 
on [X, co) f,,,(x) 3 1, is increasing and satisfies 
c7x(‘* <f,(x) < 2q.F (3.1) 
for a constant c, > 0 and positive integer c8. Clearly, c8 = deg fm(x) and c, 
can be taken as $ of the leading coefficient off,(x). 
Now, by Lemma 2.3, 
M(x;f,,f,,...,fm;h)= c 1 
1 < I, < x, I < i < m  - 1 
X<s,<x, I/I(SI x.... fm(x,“= h 
X 
m-1 
= - 0 h c p(d) IIZ,l PAdhI dm-1 c l dardx X<X,<.X 
Im(-h’E O(dh’ 
+o Xm-2 
( 
x<;,, (1 + CT- I)o(‘fm(n”’ 
> 
+ O(xrn- ‘) 
(3.2) 
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and this by Corollary 2.1.1 and (3.1) is 
c Mn)I p*(nh) m-l + 0(x”‘-- ‘(log xp). 
” < 2C& II 
Now, by (2.5) and the fact that m > 2, C8 3 1, we see that the first O-term 
above is 
0(x m-c*(m- “(log x)C”) = O(Y- ‘(log X)Cd), (3.3) 
and by (2.4) the second O-term is 
0(x-- - ’ (log xp). (3.4) 
Now the theorem follows from (3.2) (3.3), and (3.4) with 
C,=Max{C,, CA, C,}. 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. d(f,,f,,...,f,;h)=(l/h”)~:,“_, ,u(n)p(nh)/n”. 
4. INFINITE PRODUCT REPRESENTATION FOR d(f,,f2,...,f,; h) 
THEOREM 4.1. 
where d II n means dl n and (d, n/d) = 1. 
ProojI First we note the following extension of the well-known Euler’s 
inlinte product factorization Theorem (cf. [3, Theorem 2861); If f(n) and 
g(n) are multiplicative arithmetical functions, h is a positive integer with 
h = nP p’, 1= f(p) and the series C,“= 1 j-(n) g(hn) converges absolutely, 
then 
,,T, f(n) ‘dhn) = n { (4.2) 
P m=O 
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We note that a special case of this appears in Titchmarsch (cf. 
[9, Sect.l.41). Now, we have from Corollary 3.1.1 and (4.2) 
which is the first equality in (4.1). The second equality follows from the first 
in view of the following: 
If F(n) and G(n) are multiplicative functions and h = JJPp’, then 
; A4 F(d) Gtdh) = gh {WP’) -F(P) WP” ‘)>. (4.3) 
In fact, this can be deduced from (4.2) above by taking p(n) F(n) &h(n) for 
<ri ;;d G(n) for g(n) where am is defined to be 1 or 0 according as n 1 h 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. The density d(f,, fi,..., fm; h) = 0 iff either p(p’) p” = 
p(p’+ ‘) for some p’I\ h or p(p) = pm for some p [ h, that is, either p,(p’) = 0 
for some i and some p’ 11 h or pi(p’+ ‘) = ppi(p’) for some p’ 11 h and all i in 
l<iQmorp,(p)=pforsomep~handalliin l<i<m. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section, we determine the density d( f,, fi,..., f,,,; h) for special 
choices off,, f2 ,..., f, and the integer h. 
Let L(x) = six + b,, (a,, bi) = 1 for l<i<m and A=a,a,...a,. 
It is not hard to see that 
~=d(f,,f,,...,f,;h)= 
&$I (l-p-“))’ if(A,h)=l 
PIA 
(5.1) 
0 otherwise. 
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We note that when ai = 1, bj = 0 for 1 6 i < m and h = 1, (5.1) reduces to 
the result due to Nymann [7]. 
Letf,(x) = x(x + 1) for 1 6 i 6 m and h = 2. Since the number of solutions 
of the congruence x(x + 1) E 0 (mod n) is 2”‘“‘, we see that in this case 
p=d(f,,l;,...,f,;2)= l- ( $I(1 -$). (5.2) 
We recall that the number T,, = n(n + I)/2 is called the nth triangular 
number. Calling this number, the triangular number corresponding to n, 
we see that the density of the set of m-tuples whose corresponding 
triangular numbers have g.c.d. 1 is given by the r.h.s. of (5.2). 
Let h(x) = x(x + 1 )(x + 2) for 1 < i ,< m and h = 6. A simple calculation 
shows that 
ifp=2, a= 1; 3 ifp=2, a=2 
if p is odd. 
Calling the number p,, = n(n + l)(n + 2)/6, the pyramidal number 
corresponding to n, we see that the density of m-tuples whose 
corresponding pyramidal numbers have g.c.d. 1 is given by 
(5.3) 
Let h(x) = xk - 1 for 1 < i < m and h = 1. Since the congruence xk E 1 
(mod p) has (k, p - 1) solutions, we see that in this case 
S(k)=d(f,,...,f,; 1)q-j {l-@, ;; 1’“). 
P 
We note that a(2) = fi. 
Finally, let m = 2, fr(x) = x(x + l), and f*(x) = x2 - 1. Then 
and 
e=du-,,f2;2)=a n (I$). 
P>2 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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